The 6th edition of MakeUp in Seoul is kicking off
on Monday!

Get your invitation now !

Less than 4 days and there is the next MakeUp in Seoul edition!
We can't wait to see you all at the Conrad Hotel the 15th & 16th
April.
You will get to discover lot of surprises, animations and beauty
conferences…

Take a look of these new exhibitors. Here you can check some news
of their products:

ACT BEAUTY: booth N°312

Act beauty designs in France
and produces beauty
accessories for retail sales and
promotional marketing
operations: makeup brushes,
sponges, beauty bags..
Accessories for makeup, body
care, nail, hair and fashion.

BEUKAY COSMETICS: booth N°226

LINER GAME
Liner game, liner fame! Your curves as strong
as an angels wing.
Beukay’s liner is tested 77 meter no-stop
fluency ink flow. Consistency ink keep first
stroke and last stroke of liner have the
intensity of ink and great user experience ever
in the market.

COSMETY: booth N°516

More decoration option!
Not only do we offer a large and
varied range of standard items, we
also provide a wide variety of
some of the market’s finest
decoration techniques.

ROYAL COSMETICS: booth N°216

For more than 8 years, our company has
been delivering quality, reliability, value,
flexibility, and quick delivery for our
customers. Our products range from color
cosmetics to personal care items.
Our aim is to be your best partner in private
label cosmetics, OEM contract filling and
manufacturing providing a full range of
services from concept to market.

Discover these products for the show (you have the exhibitor’s
number to find them!)
See you in Seoul!

The 3 hot news selected by the MakeUp in Team*:
Holographic finish for your nail art with with O.P.I:
https://bit.ly/2TRaKkg
Jelly Face Mask with Papaya, orange and grapefruit juices made by
Lush: https://bit.ly/2UylBUs
A floral water to have a hydrated and radiant skin by Sanoflore:
https://bit.ly/2CVAJS3

